Would you like to immerse yourself in narrative ideas next year?
If so, this rigorous practice-based program has been developed specifically for Singapore practitioners.

The 2018 program will consist of:

- 10 days face-to-face training in Singapore with members of the Dulwich Centre International Teaching Faculty
  - Introduction to Narrative Therapy (must complete before Level Two)
  - Narrative Therapy Level Two
  - Choice of one other 2-day workshop
- A reading / writing program in which you relate the ideas of narrative practice to your own contexts and receive feedback from a Dulwich Centre tutor
- Supervision on a taped interview of your work
- Two further skype consultations
- The creation of a written practice project
- An oral presentation about the use of narrative practices in your context
- Online forum

The entire program is designed to improve your skills in narrative practice and adapting them for your context!

More 2018 workshops will be announced in coming months!

Face-to-Face workshops
There are a number of options available for participants in relation to completing the 10 days face-to-face teaching days. These include:

- **26 – 28 March 2018**
  - **Introduction to Narrative Therapy**
    by Mohammed Fareez
  (Hosted by SEL Network)
- **9 – 13 July 2018**
  - **Narrative Therapy Level Two**
    by Carolyn Markey
  (Hosted by SEL Network)
- **23 – 24 July 2018**
  - **Narrative Family Therapy**
    by Chris Dolman
  (Hosted by SEL Network)
- **26 – 27 July 2018**
  - **Narrative Therapy Supervision**
    by Chris Dolman
  (Hosted by SEL Network)

Pathway to Master of Narrative Therapy and Community Work
Those who complete this graduate certificate program will be eligible for recognition of prior learning for one subject of the Master of Narrative Therapy and Community Work (University of Melbourne and Dulwich Centre)

Cost
The certification module of this program costs AUD$2000.
This does not include the cost of face-to-face workshops which are paid separately to the organisers of these events.

Register now for the Graduate Certificate
It’s now possible to register for the graduate certificate at: [www.narrativetherapylibrary.com/events/singapore2018.html](http://www.narrativetherapylibrary.com/events/singapore2018.html)
We are very much looking forward to this practice-based training course, and we do hope you will join us and contribute to growing community of narrative practice in Singapore.

We would like to acknowledge SEL Network for their collaboration and making this Graduate Certificate program possible.